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   What is Playcar?

Playcar offers Car Sharing and Rental services, Van Sharing 
and Bike Sharing in the cities of Cagliari, Quartu SantʼElena 
and Livorno. It gives you access to a wide variety of vehicles: 
small city cars, electric cars, commercial vehicles, e-bikes: 
whenever you want, where you want and for as long as you need.

playcar. net



All services in one App



Join Playcar. Itʼs free!

Download the 
Playcar Car Sharing app

Create an account

Make sure you have a 
driver's license and an
ID on hand

Enter a payment
method

Wait for your documents to
be approved (4h-48h)

Login to the app, search on
the map for the nearest
vehicle suitable for
your needs and
book it.





Do you need a car or a van? When do you need it?
For how long? Will you travel long distances?

Playcar has many services, choose the one that suits you best.

  Free Floating Round Trip Rental

Forget installments, car tax, insurance and maintenance: 
it's all on us!

You only pay it when you need it.
Free access in restricted traffic zones (ZTL),

excluding pedestrian areas.
You can park for free in all roadside toll parkings. 

Benefits

Services for your needs









Round Trip:
how it works

Suitable for those who want a 
vehicle reserved from one hour 
to more days.

Book a vehicle by indicating start and end (you can also 
book in advance or check at the time if the vehicle is 
available), choose the vehicle from the parking lot most 
convenient for you, use it for the time you need it (from 
one hour to several days), and by the end of the reser-
vation bring the vehicle back to the same parking lot 
from which you picked it up.

How much does it cost? Check out the rate plans
on the app. Starting from:

  2,5€/h + 0,50€/km         40€ per day

  From 101 km, the cost per km is equal to 0,35 €/km





Free Floating:
how it works

Designed for shorts
point-to-point trips.
You are not tied to a parking lot but only to a service 
area. Search for the vehicle closest to you on the map, 
and unlock it via the app. You can end your reservation 
in any public parking lot* in the allowed green areas for 
free or in the yellow/orange ones paying an extra cost.
* white non resident or blue

How much does it cost? Check out the rate plans
on the app. Starting from:

  0,30€/min + 1 € unlock fee       15 €/hour        60€/day





Rental:
how it works

Best for long-distance trips.
The self service car rental.
Reserve a car for a day or more and return it to where 
you picked it up. Choose the car category you prefer, 
the pickup location, and the package thatʼs right for 
you. It is the ideal service for tourists who need a car 
for a few days or for those who need a car available for 
long term or long distances.
Limited or unlimited mileage. Fuel not included.

How much does it cost? 

Become a member and check the rates on the app
(click the  p on the map) or contact us.
Variable rates, depending on the season.
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Download our App
on Google Play and App Store



Piazza Giovanni XXIII, 36
09128 Cagliari
0039 070 7334041


